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4→+12→16→–9→7

Inverse Functions
Often, instead of trying to push a number forward through a function to find out
what output it produces, I will have an output and will want to know what input
produced it. All I have to know to do this is that to push a number backward through an operation means to
do the inverse of the original operation. Each different type of operation has a different inverse; for
example, addition and subtraction are inverses of each other. So, in the example to the right, starting with
"7" on the right, I add 9 to figure out what it was before the subtraction, and then subtract 16 to find out
what the input was.

Rather than just pushing one value backwards trough my function, I can find a
new function that reverses the process of the original one. I call this the inverse of
the original function, just like an individual operation can be the inverse of another. The inverse function
can take an output of the original function and figure out what input produced it.

Finding the inverse of a function is something you do on a daily basis. For example, when I have followed
some set of instructions to get to an unfamiliar location, I then have to invert my instructions to get myself
back home. I do this in math the same way I do when walking: I reverse each step, going in the opposite
order that the function originally said.

In real life, not every function is invertible. There is no way to take a cake and break it back down into
sugar and flour. In math this is true as well - we will eventually encounter functions that are not invertible.
For example, if my function just outputs 3 no matter what the input is, there is no way to tell from the
output (3) what particular input produced it.

. 1 For each of the functions below, fill in the input or the output, whichever I have not yet filled in. It
might help you to follow the process on the number line above.

a)     →+8→–3→+7→12

b) 0→+8→–3→+7→

c)     →+4→+2→–13→3

d) -6→–3→+11→–5→+2→

e)     →–4→+9→–13→+8→11



. 2 For each of the functions below, write out the inverse function.

A→+6→–3→+2→B

C→–12→+5→–8→D

. 3 a) Write out as a function the process pictured on this number line, then find the inverse function.

b) If I moved B to 6, what would A be?

Solve each of the problems below by first writing a function representing the relationship indicated, then
putting a number through it forward or backwards as appropriate to get an answer. The important thing
that I am looking for is that you can represent the situation properly, not just get the right answer.

. 4 A store marks up all its PSPs by $40 to take advantage of holiday demand, but as sales slump going
into January it drops the price by $30, then by another $24. If the price is now $185, what was it
originally?

. 5 I have enough money to buy one pizza, for $9, and a coke, for $2, and have $5 left over. How much
did I start with?

. 6 I managed to pull my grade up by 12 points with a good test, but then it dropped by 5 points because I
missed an assignment. If my grade started out an 80, what is it now?


